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Chapter 7 
Game Logic over Kripke Models 

Having considered Game Logic over general game models in the previous chapter, 
this chapter focuses on Game Logic over Kripke models. In order to illuminate 
further the difference between programs and games, considering Kripke models 
allows one to investigate the difference between program operations and game 
operations when applied to programs as the basic building blocks. In other words, 
if we start with 1-player games at the atomic level, how do complex structured 
programs compare to complex structured games? As before, the comparison will 
focus on a number of technical questions. 

Having recalled the semantics of Game Logic over Kripke models, we discuss 
how the expressive power of Game Logic compares to PDL on the one hand and 
to the modal ^-calculus on the other hand. Turning then toward axiomatization, 
we can observe that even over Kripke models the induction axiom is not valid for 
games whereas it is valid for programs. As for general Game Logic, we provide an 
axiomatization which we conjecture to be complete. Regarding the complexity 
of the satisfiability problem, we are able to give a precise characterization due to 
results for Prepositional Dynamic Logic and the modal //-calculus. 

Sections 7.4 and 7.6 take a closer look at the operations of Game Logic. While 
iteration seems to be a conceptually unambiguous notion for programs, it turns 
out that for games at least two different candidate interpretations suggest them
selves. In section 7.6, we consider the question of whether there might be oper
ations other than the ones provided by Game Logic by which to construct new 
games. Using the notion of bisimulation-safety, we are able to partially answer 
this question in the negative. 

7.1 Semantics: GL, PDL, and the /i-Calculus 

When Game Logic is interpreted over Kripke models, the idea is that the basic 
atomic games are assumed to be 1-player games, i.e., programs. All choices within 
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an atomic game arc made by the first player, and all interaction is introduced 
only by the game constructions, more specific-ally by the dual operator. Thus, 
even over Kripke models, the games which can be constructed by the operations 
of Game Logic allow one to construct "real" games, but all interaction can be 
located at the non-atomic and hence syntactic level. 

Formally, the previous chapter was concerned with arbitrary game models 
•M = {(S, {Eg\g G r 0 }) , V) which by corollary 2.13 we can think of as a collection 
of states which are linked to determined 2-player games. In the present chapter, 
we restrict ourselves to game models where for every g G r 0 , Eg is disjunctive. As 
discussed in section 2.4.3, corollary 2.16 allows us to think of M as a collection 
of states linked to a 1-player game. As a consequence, we mentioned that M 
Q-corresponds to a Kripke model MK = ((S,{Rg\g G TQ}),V) such that sEgX 
holds iff there is some t G X such that sRgt, equivalence (2.2). 

Given a Kripke model MK = {{S, {Rg\g e T0}),V), we can thus restate the 
semantics of Game Logic as follows: We define truth of a formula at a state 
MK, S \= ip as before, also leaving the inductive definition of E1 unchanged. The 
only difference lies in the definition of Eg for atomic games g G r 0 . For game 
models, Eg was provided by the model, whereas for Kripke models, we naturally 
define 

Eg(X) = {s G S\3t G X : sRgt}. (7.1) 

Note that this gives us a semantic definition of (g)ip standard in modal logic: 
MK.s |= (g)ip holds iff there is some t G S such that sRgt and MK,t (= ip. 
Such a definition, however, is only possible for atomic games since non-atomic 
games will generally not be 1-player games anymore, unless we restrict ourselves 
to dual-free games. An easy induction on 7 shows that disjunctivity is preserved 
by the program operations. 

• T H E O R E M 7.1. For all dual-free games 7, E1 is disjunctive. 

As a consequence, by corollary 2.16, all dual-free non-atomic games are essen
tially 1-player games as well, i.e., for every dual-free game 7 there is an accessi
bility relation R1 such that E7(X) = {s G S\3t G X : sR-,t}. In fact, i?7 can be 
constructed inductively as well: 

sRa.ßt iff 3M : sRau and uRßt 
sRaußt iff sRat or sRpt 

sRvit iff s = t and MK, S \= to 
sRa,t iff 3n > 0 : 3s0 • • • s„Vi : SiRasi+1 and s = s0 and t = sn 

One can show that using these definitions and defining 

MK, s h (j)<p iff 3t G S : sR^t and MK, t |= tp, (7.2) 

equation (7.1) holds for all dual-free games 7. 
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Dual-free Game Logic over Kripke models is nothing but Prepositional Dy
namic Logic (PDL). PDL is usually defined by way of accessibility relations R~t 

rather than effectivity functions E-,, but we shall switch back and forth between 
these two perspectives. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, GL forms a fragment of the generalized 
/i-calculus. Over Kripke models, we are back on well-known terrain since the 
generalized /i-calculus over Kripke models is just the standard modal /(-calculus. 
Hence, using the translation function of theorem 6.15, Game Logic over Kripke 
models can be embedded in the modal //-calculus, and one can again ask how 
expressive the GL-fragment of the /(-calculus actually is. 

7.2 Expressiveness 

As mentioned, Game Logic is very closely related to PDL on the one hand and 
to the /i-calculus on the other hand. Since all three logics can be interpreted over 
Kripke models, we can compare them in expressive power. 

7.2.1 GL vs. PDL 

As a consequence of theorems 6.18 and 6.19 of the previous chapter, GL is more 
expressive than PDL, as the following theorem states. The proof given here, 
however, makes use of a formula of alternation depth 1 which cannot be expressed 
by PDL. 

• T H E O R E M 7.2. GL (over Kripke models) is more expressive than PDL. With
out iteration, they are equally expressive. 

PROOF. It has been shown in [116, 76] that the /i-calculus formula nX.[g]X 
which expresses the absence of an infinite (/-branch is not equivalent to any PDL 
formula. Since the formula is equivalent to the GL-formula ((gd)*)T, GL is more 
expressive than PDL. 

Without iteration, every GL-formula is equivalent to a purely modal formula 
(i.e., a formula where all modalities are indexed by atomic games/programs only), 
using the axioms of figure 6.1 as rewrite rules from left to right. • 

Note that expressiveness here is measured in terms of the propositions which a 
given language can express. Taking into account also the games which a language 
can express, it is clear that GL is more expressive than PDL even without itera
tion: the game gd cannot be expressed without dual, simply because all dual-free 
games are disjunctive whereas one can easily construct a model where gd is not. 
Hence, there cannot be any dual-free game 7 such that E7 = Eg,i. for all models. 

As it turns out, even if the formula used in the proof of theorem 7.2 is added 
to PDL, GL remains more expressive. Consider RPDL, PDL with an added 
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predicate repeat^) which holds at states where 7 can be executed infinitely 
often. In other words, repeat^,) expresses that 7 is not conversely well-founded 
Formally given a Kripke model MK = ((S, {Rg\g e r 0 } ) . V), we define 

MK, s0 \= repeat(<y) iff 3su s2,... Vi > 0 : stRTsi+1. 

In /i-calculus terms, repeat(n) is equivalent to -/ iX[7]ÀA since / i X [ 7 ] X expresses 
the well-foundedness of 7. The previous result has thus shown that RPDL is more 
expressive than PDL. GL 011 the other hand is even more expressive than RPDL 

T H E O R E M 7.3. GL over Kripke models) is more expressive than RPDL. 

P R O O F . To see that GL is at least as expressive as RPDL, note that repeatM 
is equivalent to [(7

d)*]T. For a GL formula which cannot be expressed in RPDL 
Niwmski showed in [92] that vX.(a)X A (b)X = [{a" U ¥f]T is not expressible' 
in RPDL. 

7.2.2 GL vs. /i-Calculus 

As shown 111 theorem 6.15 of the last chapter, GL can be translated into the 2-
vanable fragment of the ^-calculus, and hence we know that GL is a fragment of 
L also over Kripke models. While we conjecture that GL is a proper fragment 
of Lß, this question is open so far. Two ways to answer this question suggest 
themselves. 

First, one may try to prove that the alternation hierarchy for either L2 or 
GL collapses. More precisely: Bradfield [25] and Lenzi [81] have shown tha t t l i e 
alternation hierarchy of the /.-calculus is strict, i.e., for any natural number k 
there are /i-calculus formulas of alternation depth k which are not equivalent 
to formulas of smaller alternation depth. If one could show that either for L2 

or for GL there is some k such that all formulas are equivalent to a formula of 
alternation depth less than k, Game Logic (both over general game models and 
over Kripke models) would be less expressive than the //-calculus. Furthermore 
it would also mean that model-checking for Game Logic is simpler than for the 
full /i-calculus, given that the efficiency of model-checking seems to depend on 
the alternation depth (as we saw in the previous chapter). Work of [18], however, 
suggests that the alternation hierarchy does not collapse, neither for L\ nor for 
GL, so this approach does not seem to succeed. '' 

A second approach could focus on the finite variable fragments of Lß What 
is needed is a /i-calculus formula <p which makes use of 3 variables and which is 
not equivalent to any /i-calculus formula with less than three variables. Examples 
could be complex fairness properties such as the following one from [26] 

vX4iY.vZ.\a\X A ({a)T -» [b]Y) A [b]Z 
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which expresses that there is no path on which action a is enabled infinitely often 
but occurs only finitely often (we assume here that the only two available actions 
are a and b). In general, it would seem that via pebble games for the /i-calculus 
one could prove that a formula like the one given cannot be expressed with fewer 
variables, but it seems that finite variable fragments of the /i-calculus have not 
been investigated yet. 

7.3 Axiomatization and Induction 

7.3.1 Axiomatization 

Like for general Game Logic, duality together with iteration presents a problem 
for axiomatization. Hence we will mainly focus our attention on GLK~* and GLK~d. 

• D E F I N I T I O N 7.4 ( K R I P K E G A M E L O G I C A X I O M A T I C S ) . A Kripke game logic 

is any game logic which contains the additional axioms of figure 7.1. Let GLK 

denote the smallest Kripke game logic. 

(g) {i v V») -> (g)<p v {g)jj --{g)± 

Figure 7.1: The additional axiom schémas of GLK, where g G L0 is atomic. 

• T H E O R E M 7.5. GLK is sound with respect to the class of all Kripke models. 

One can show by induction that ("f)((p V ip) —• (7)93 V (7 )^ and ~'(7)-L hold 
for all dual-free games 7. As a consequence, GLK~(' = PDL, the standard Segerberg 
axiomatization of PDL. The main difference between the axiomatic systems is 
that where GLK~d uses the Fixpoint Rule, PDL uses the induction axiom (to be 
discussed later). The interderivability of these principles is shown, e.g., in [77]. 
Hence, the completeness result for GLK~d follows from the completeness result for 
PDL. 

• T H E O R E M 7.6. GLK~d is complete with respect to the class of all Kripke models. 

As an analogue to the previous chapter, we shall also show that GLK~* is 
complete w.r.t. the class of all Kripke models. As in the previous chapter, the 
proof is via a canonical model construction, the difference being that now the 
canonical model we construct is a Kripke model. 

Let A be any Kripke game logic and let S be the set of all maximally A-
consistent sets of formulas. Define the canonical A-model C = ((S, {Rg\g £ 
To}); V) as follows: 

s eV(p) iff p e s 
sRgt iff {{g)<p\p e t} Ç s 
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Before proceeding to prove completeness, we need an auxiliary existence lemma 
which was already appealed to in section 3.4.3 when proving the completeness of 
Coalition Logic over individualistic coalition models. 

• L E M M A 7.7. For any maximally A-consistent set s and any formula (g)cp e s, 
there is some maximally A-consistent set t such that <p> 6 t and for all é e t, 
{g)ij e s. 

P R O O F . Let t0 = {p} U {ô\[g}5 e s}. Assume by reductio that t0 is inconsistent, 
i.e., hA / \ A -> A where w.l.o.g. A = {ip, Su ..., Sn}. This would mean that 
(9)<P,lg]öi,---,\g]S„ e s and hence using the distribution axiom of figure 7.1 
(g)((p A 5i A . . . A 5n) e s. Since / \ A implies A this means that (g)± 6 s which 
contradicts the other axiom of figure 7.1. This shows that t0 is indeed consistent. 

Consequently, t0 can be extended to a maximally A-consistent set t 5 t0 which 
satisfies the condition: take any Set and assume by reductio that (g)S 0 s. Then 
[g]-<ö e s and hence -.5 G t0 Ç t, contradicting the consistency of t. M 

• T H E O R E M 7.8. GLK
_* is complete with respect to the class of all Kripke models. 

PROOF. As in the proof of theorem 6.10 for Game Logic over general game mod
els, we first establish the following truth lemma: For any maximally A-consistent 
set s e S and any formula ip: C, s \= ip iff <p e s. The proof is the same as 
before, except that the atomic case showing that sEgp

c holds iff (g)ip G s does 
not immediately follow from the definition of the canonical model. Still, it can 
be proved easily using the previous existence lemma. 

Using this truth lemma, the canonical model theorem can be established: 
Every Kripke game logic A is complete with respect to its canonical model C. 
Completeness w.r.t. the class of all Kripke models then follows as a corollary. • 

7.3.2 The Induction Axiom 

As mentioned, in the standard axiomatization of PDL the following induction 
axiom IndAx 

(a*)<p -• {p V (»*)(-v A (a)ip)) 

replaces the Fixpoint Rule. The induction axiom formalizes what might be called 
a sudden miracle principle. If ip does not hold at present but Angel has a strategy 
for achieving it after playing a*, then she must be able to do this by means of a 
sudden miracle: She must have a strategy for playing a* which lets her achieve 
a state where ip is false but from where she can achieve ip through one play of a. 
The induction axiom is usually better known in its dualized version 

{pA[a*](p^ [a]ip))^ [a*]p. 

It is an easy exercise to check that the induction axiom is a sound principle 
provided dual is not present. In a world without demons, all miracles are sudden. 
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• T H E O R E M 7.9. GLK~rf F IndAx. 

PROOF. It is shown in [77] that the Fixpoint Rule and the induction axiom are 
interderivable in PDL. Below we shall give a semantic argument showing that 
the induction axiom is valid in dual-free Game Logic over Kripke models. By 
theorem 7.6, this argument is sufficient. 

Semantically, we need to show that for every dual-free game a, 

Ea,(Z) Ç ZUEa*(Zr\Ea(Z)). 

Without dual, theorem 7.1 guarantees all effectivity functions to be disjunctive. 
By theorem A.3, this means that fixpoints can be finitely approximated and hence 

Ea,{Z) = fj,X.Z U Ea(X) = ( J Fv' 
i<u> 

where F(X) = Z U Ea(X). Thus it suffices to show by induction that for all i 
we have FT< Ç ZUG T i , where G{X) = (Z D EJZ}) U Ea(X). The inductive step 
consists of proving the following inclusion 

Z U Ea{F]r) <ZZu(Zn Ea{Z)) U Ea(G
n) 

which follows from the induction hypothesis, monotonicity and disjunctivity of 

Ea. • 

Axiomatically, finite atomic disjunctivity is guaranteed by the two axioms of 
figure 7.1. Once dual is present, however, disjunctivity and consequently also the 
induction axiom can fail to hold for non-atomic games. 

• T H E O R E M 7.10. GLK1/ IndAx. 

PROOF. The Kripke model of figure 7.2 falsifies the induction axiom for the game 
(an 6)*. 

SQ-ip 

V S3 p *- V S4 p * 

Figure 7.2: A Kripke model with two accessibility relations Ra (solid arrows) and 
Rb (dashed arrows) which falsifies the induction axiom. 

The Kripke model MK consists of 5 states where MK,SQ h ((a n b)*)p, for 
Angel has a strategy for achieving p after playing two rounds of (a n b). On the 
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other hand, MK, s0 \£ p and similarly MK, s0 ^ ((anb)*)^p A (anb)p) because 
at state s2 the formula p holds. Formally, 

E(anb)> ({s2, s3, s4}) = {,s2, s3, s4} U Eanb({s2, s3, s4}) U . . . 
= {si, s2, s3, s4} U Eanb({su s2, s3, s4}) U . . . 
= N , si, s2, s3, s4} U Sanf»({so, si, s2, s3, s4}) U . . . 
= { so , s l , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 } 

whereas ( ^ A (a n 6>p)"* = {Sl} and i W ( { « i » = {Sl} U Eanb({s,}) U . . . = 
{•si}- B 

7.4 Varieties of I terat ion 

When explaining the semantics of iteration in the previous chapter, we said that 
for 7*, Angel is allowed to choose how often to play game 7, with the possibility 
not to play 7 at all. More precisely, game 7 is played repeatedly, and after each 
play of 7, Angel can decide whether or not to continue. Alternatively, we can 
think of a second kind of iteration where Angel immediately has to decide on how 
often she wants to play 7. The second kind of iteration is formally defined as 
follows: 

• D E F I N I T I O N 7.11 ( A L T E R N A T I V E I T E R A T I O N ) . The alternative iteration of a 

game 7 is denoted as 7*. Given game model M = ((S. {EJq eTn}) V) define 

From the informal semantics we have given it should be clear that a winning-
strategy for Angel m 7* will also provide her with a winning strategy m 7* 
whereas the converse does not hold, since the number of times Angel has "to play 
7 may depend on the strategy chosen by Demon during the play of the game. 

• T H E O R E M 7.12. (7*)^ -> (7*)^ 1S v a l id whereas (7*)^ -> (7*)^ 1S n o t . 

PROOF. Using the fixpoint results of the previous chapter, induction on i shows 
that 

£7(A) Ç/J.Y.X U E7(X) 
which establishes the validity. For a counterexample to the validity of the converse 
implication, consider the model of figure 7.2 modified by making p false at state 
s4. In the resulting model, {(a D b)*)p will be true at s0 whereas ((a n b)*)p will 
be false. _ 

With respect to the induction axiom, the two types of iteration behave the 
same: (<p A [a*](<p -> [a]<p)) -+ [a*]<p is not valid, either. For a counterexample, 
one can use the model of figure 7.2 which was used to show that induction for 
* fails. Analogous to the case of *, induction does hold for * in dual-free game 
logic, the reason being that in that case both kinds of iteration coincide. 
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• T H E O R E M 7.13. For disjunctive E7, Er = £ 7 » , and hence for dual-free 7, 

(j*)ip <-> (~ï'*)<-P is valid. 

P R O O F . An easy corollary of theorems A.l and A.3. • 

In other words, for programs, there is no distinction between the two kinds of 
iteration. Intuitively, if Angel makes all the choices in game 7, there can be no 
way in which the number of times she needs to play 7 can depend on the choices 
Demon makes. 

The difference between 7* and 7* might remind programmers of the difference 
between while-loops while ip do 7 and for-loops for i : = l t o n do 7, where 
we assume that the value of the variable i is not modified in the body of the 
for-loop. Under this assumption, for-loops seem weaker than while-loops since 
the number of iterations is fixed at the beginning. In case the body of the loop 
7 involves interaction with the user (e.g., letting the user specify the value of a 
particular variable), the number of 7-iterations cannot be determined in advance, 
and hence the two loops do not have the same expressive power. If on the other 
hand 7 contains no user-interaction, at run time, the number of iterations of the 
while-loop can be calculated before the loop is entered, and hence n can be chosen 
accordingly. 

7.5 Complexity 

As for model checking, recall that since Kripke models are game models, the 
model-checking algorithm of the previous chapter can be used for Kripke models 
as well. As mentioned when discussing the complexity of model checking for 
Coalition Logic, special purpose model checkers for Kripke models may very well 
perform better in practice, still the complexity should not differ essentially from 
the complexity of model checking for general game models. In particular, a crucial 
feature which determines the complexity will be the alternation depth of the 
formula. 

For satisfiability, we have a precise characterization of the complexity of the 

decision problem. 

• T H E O R E M 7.14. The satisfiability problem for Game Logic over Kripke models 

is EXPTIME-complete. 

PROOF. For the lower bound, since GLK includes all of PDL which is known to 
be EXPTIME-complete (see, e.g., [77, 60]), GLK is EXPTIME-hard. For the 
upper bound, GLK is a fragment of the modal //-calculus (theorem 6.15) whose 
satisfiability problem is decidable in EXPTIME (see, e.g., [26]). We have already 
remarked in the proof of theorem 6.22 that the embedding is efficient. • 
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Finally, it would be interesting to take a closer look at a more direct proof of 
EXPTIME-hardness. In particular, one way to prove the EXPTIME-hardness of 
PDL is via a reduction of the 2-person corridor tiling game to PDL-satisfiability 
[33, 42]. It would seem that GL would be a much more natural logic to encode 
these games since it has the direct means for expressing 2-player games. 

7.6 Characterizing Game Operations 

The set of game operations of Game Logic, sequential composition, union, iter
ation, test and dual, has intuitive appeal since it seems to be a natural minimal 
extension of the set of programming constructs of PDL. On the other hand, we 
have seen in section 7.4 that an alternative form of iteration can be defined which 
has a perfectly intuitive interpretation as well. Thus the question arises how the 
game operations of Game Logic can be characterized. What distinguishes the set 
of game operations of GL? Is there still a sense in which the game operations of 
GL are complete or maximal? For program operations, a partial answer to this 
question has been obtained, and in this section we show how this answer can be 
extended from programs to games, the crucial notions needed being bisirnulation 
invariance and bisirnulation safety. 

Recall that the general notion of bisirnulation defined in section 2.5 corre
sponds to standard bisirnulation over Kripke models. We have come across the 
notion of bisirnulation invariance before. 

• D E F I N I T I O N 7.15 ( INVARIANCE & S A F E T Y ) . A GL-formula <p is invariant for 

bisirnulation if for all game models M and M', s ±± s' implies M,s \= ^ <̂> 
M'> S ' N ' A GL-game 7 is safe for bisirnulation if for all models M and 
AT, s t> s' implies (1) if sE7X then 3X' C S' such that s'E'X' and W e 
X' 3x e X : x t> x', and (2) if s'E'X' then 3X ç 5 such that sE,,X and 
Wx e X 3x' € X' : x t* x'. 

While bisirnulation invariance should be seen as a generalization of the first bisirn
ulation condition to non-atomic propositions, bisirnulation safety generalizes the 
other two conditions to non-atomic games. Bisirnulation safety requires that if 
Angel can guarantee 95 in game 7 in one model, she must be able to guarantee 
something at least as strong in the other model. If this were not the case, the two 
models could be distinguished by playing 7, since Angel can achieve more in one 
model than in the other. Theorem 6.5 of the previous chapter thus states that all 
GL-formulas are invariant for bisirnulation and all GL-games are safe for bisirn
ulation. More informally, GL is sound for bisirnulation equivalence, i.e., not too 
expressive: Bisimilar states cannot be distinguished by formulas of the language 
(invariance), and the game constructions provided do not produce games which 
can distinguish bisimilar states either (safety). 
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From the perspective of modal logic, there is a tight correspondence between 
bisimilar states of a process (Kripke model) and states which make the same 
modal formulas true: Bisimilar states satisfy the same modal formulas, and for 
certain classes of Kripke models (e.g. finite models), the converse holds as well. 
We saw in chapter 3 that such results can be extended to more general models and 
to more general modal languages such as Coalition Logic (theorems 3.4 and 3.5). 
Bisimulation-invariance results of this kind make bisimulation an attractive notion 
of equivalence between models, since it matches the expressive power of the modal 
language rather well. Furthermore, bisimulation has provided a characterization 
of the modal fragment of first-order logic (FOL). Modal formulas can be translated 
into formulas of FOL, and it turns out (see theorem 7.17) that the modal fragment 
of FOL is precisely its bisimulation-invariant fragment. 

This line of investigation can be extended from modal logic to Propositional 
Dynamic Logic: As a corollary to theorem 6.5, PDL-formulas are bisimulation-
invariant. Secondly, iteration-free PDL-programs can be translated into FOL as 
well, raising the question how to characterize the FOL-fragment which (transla
tions of) PDL-programs define. In [15], such a result has been obtained: The 
program fragment of FOL can be characterized as its bisimulation-safe fragment. 
This result shows that if we take bisimulation as our notion of process equivalence 
and FOL as our language, the program operations provided by PDL are complete, 
i.e., no additional program operations will allow us to construct new programs. 
In this section, we present results which carry the investigation one step further, 
moving from nondeterministic programs (i.e., 1-player games) to 2-player games, 
more specifically from PDL to GL. 

7.6.1 First-Order Games 

It is well-known that modal logic and PDL without iteration can be translated 
into FOL. In spite of the second-order appearance of Game Logic, a translation 
into FOL is possible here as well: The signature contains a unary relation symbol 
Cp for every propositional letter p E $ 0 , and a binary relation symbol Cg for 
every atomic game g e F0 . Furthermore, we allow for second-order variables 
X, Y,... as well. Thus, the unary relation symbols now comprise constants as 
well as variables. As will become clear later, we will not quantify over these 
variables but only use them as a matter of convenience to serve as placeholders 
for substitution; hence, we can still consider the language to be first-order. We 
define the translation function ° which maps a GL-formula <p to a FOL-formula 
with one free variable x, and an iteration-free GL-game 7 to a FOL-formula with 
two free variables x and Y. 
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p° = Cpx for p e $ 0 g° = 3z(xCgz A Fz) for g e T0 

(-xp)" = - ^ ° (ip?)° =<p°AYx 
(^VV)° = ^ ° V V ° ( Q U / 3 ) ° =a°Vß° 
«7>¥>)° = 7 ° [ ^ : = y ° ] (a;/?)° = a ° [ Y : = / ? ° ] 

(ad)° = - . a ° [ y : = - . y i ] 

In this definition, substitution for second-order variables is used as follows: 
Given two FOL-formulas 8 and £ where £ contains exactly one free first-order 
variable, say x, 5[Y := f] denotes the result of replacing' every occurrence Yt in S 
by Ç[x := i\. As an example, 3z(xCgz A F z ) [ y := -.Yz] yields 3z(xCgz A - Y z ) . 
Some more remarks on notation: ip(xu . . . , xm, Xx,..., Xn) refers to a formula 
p whose free first-order variables are among xu..., xm and whose second-order 
variables are among X1,...,Xn. When a formula has been introduced in this way, 
<p(tu ...,tm,Tu..., Tn) denotes tp[Xl := tu ..., xm := tm, X1 := Tu ..., Xn := 
Tn], i.e. the simultaneous substitution of U for x{ and Tj for Xj in ip. 

Regarding the semantics, we can interpret a Kripke model M = ({S, {Rg\g 6 
r 0 }) , V) as a first-order model in the obvious way, taking Rg as the interpretation 
of Cg, and interpreting Cp as V(p). For a unary predicate symbol Cp and T Ç S, 
let Mp:=T be the model which is the same as M except that V(p) = T. Given a 
model A4, states su ..., sm e S, sets of states Su ..., Sn Ç S and a FOL-formula 
<p(xu ...,xm,Xu..., Xn), we write M |= v?[si, • •. , sm, Su ..., Sn] to denote that 
V5 is true in M according to the standard FOL semantics when xt is assigned the 
value Si and Xl the value S,,. 

The following result states the semantic correctness of the translation function. 

• L E M M A 7.16. For all GL-formulas ip, games 7 and Kripke models A4: M,s\= 
ip iff A4 h ¥>°[s] and SjB7T iff A4 h 7° [s, T]. 

As with the safety result for program constructions, the safety result for game 
constructions makes use of the characterization of the modal fragment of FOL as 
its bisimulation-invariant fragment. The definition of invariance and safety which 
was phrased for GL has its natural first-order analogue: A FOL-formula ip(x) 
is invariant for bisimulation if for all models A4 and A4', s t> s' implies that 
A4 h vM iff A4' |= p[s'\. A first-order formula tp(x, Y) is safe for bisimulation if 
for all models A4 and A4', s t± s' implies (1) if A4 \= p[s, T] then there is some 
T' such that A4' |= p[s'. T'\ and for all t' e T' there is some t 6 T such that 
t t± f, and (2) if M' h <PW, T'} then there is some T such that A4 \= <p[s, T] and 
for all t € T there is some t' e T' such that ttît'. 

By a modal formula we mean a GL-formula which only contains atomic games 
(i.e., also no tests). The classic result can now be stated as follows: 

• T H E O R E M 7.17 (VAN B E N T H E M [14]). A FOL-formula <p(x) is invariant for 
bisimulation iff it is equivalent to the translation of a modal formula. 
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For the rest of this section, we will assume that games are iteration-free. In a 
given model M with domain S, a FOL-formula <p(x,Y) gives rise to a function 
E^ : P(S) -> V{S) by defining E^{T) := {s G S\M h f[s,T}}. Call tp 
•monotonie (disjunctive) iff for any M, EJ^ is monotonie (disjunctive). Similarly, 
a modal formula ip and a proposition letter p £ $ 0 give rise to such a function E;^p 

by defining EJ^p{T) := {s G S\MV-.=T, S (= ¥>}, and we say that p is monotonie 
(disjunctive) in p iff £ ^ , is for any M • 

Lastly, let Pos(ip) (Neg(p)) be the set of atomic propositions which occur 
positively (negatively) in tp, i.e., under an even (odd) number of negations. Thus, 
formula p is strictly positive (negative) in p iff p £ Neg(p) (p £ Pos(ip)). 

The following lemma relates the syntactic notion of positivity to the semantic 
notion of monotonicity. It makes use of a Lyndon-interpolation theorem for modal 
logic and the global deduction theorem, where ^ 9 refers to global consequence over 
Kripke models. 

• T H E O R E M 7.18 ( F I T T I N G [47]). If |= a -> ß for modal formulas a,ß, then 

there exists a modal formula 5 such that (1) |= a —> 5, (2) \= S —> ß, (3) 
Pos(ö) Ç Pos{a) n Pos(ß), and (4) Neg(S) Ç Neg(a) H Neg{ß). 

• T H E O R E M 7.19 ( F I T T I N G [48]). For modal formulas a and ß, a |=9 ß iff there 

is some n > 0 such that |= (D 1^ A . . . A • " « ) -> /?, where each Ü' represents 
a possibly empty sequence of universal modalities labeled by (possibly different) 
atomic games. 

• L E M M A 7.20. A modal formula <p is monotonie in p iff it is equivalent to a 
modal formula strictly positive in p. 

P R O O F . One can easily check by induction that strictly positive modal formulas 
are monotonie, so we shall only prove the other direction. If tp(p) is monotonie 
in p, then taking a proposition letter q not occurring in ip, we have p —> q \=g 

ip(p) —> p(q). By theorem 7.19, we know that 

( D 1 ^ -> q) A . . . A • " ( p -> q)) -» (<p(p) -> ¥>(<?)) 

is valid, and as a consequence, 

<p(p) -> ( ( ° 1 ( P - » «) A . . . A n B ( p -> ?)) -> ¥>(<?)) 

is also valid. By theorem 7.18, this implies that 

tp(p) -» <5 and 5 -> ( ( O 1 ^ -f g) A . . . A Dn(p -> g)) -> cp(g)) 

are valid, for some modal formula <5 which does not contain q and which is strictly 
positive in p. The second conjunct implies that S —> cp(p) is valid: For suppose 
M,s\=5 and T = {i|AL £ h P}- Then since 5 does not contain q, Mq:=T, s h S. 
From this it follows that Mq:=T,s \= p>{q) and hence M,s |= <p(p). Thus, 93 is 
equivalent to 6, a modal formula strictly positive in p. • 
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The main lemma we need for our safety result relates monotonie modal for
mulas to GL-formulas of a special kind. 

• L E M M A 7.21. Every modal formula tp which is monotonie (disjunctive) in p is 
equivalent to a GL-formula (~,)p, where 7 is a game (program) which does not 
contain p. 

PROOF. The claim about programs and disjunctivity is proved in [68]. As for 
games and monotonicity, we prove by induction that every modal formula ip which 
is strictly positive (negative) in p is equivalent to a GL-formula (-,)p (->{'y)p), 
where 7 does not contain p. Then the result follows by lemma 7.20. The following 
table provides the equivalent GL-formulas for every modal formula (p depending 
on whether ip is strictly positive or strictly negative in p. 

modal formula str. pos/neg GL-formula ind. hyp. 
P pos (Tl)p — 

q^p pos {q?:±?d)p — 
q^p neg - ( g ? d ; T ? ) P -

-nip pos (l)p \=ip^ - , ( 7 ) p 
-nip neg -~{l)p |= ip <-> ( 7}p 

¥l V</?2 pos (71 U 72 )p h <pi <-> {ii)p 
<Pl V(^2 neg -•<Ti n-'2)p \=ipi^ ^{ji)p 

(g)-f pos (.9; i)p \=ip<-> {i)p 
(g)<p neg ^{gd\i)p \=ip^ - , ( 7 ) p 

• T H E O R E M 7.22. A FOL-formula ip{x, Y) is equivalent to the translation of an 
iteration-free GL-game iff it is safe for bisimulation and monotonie in Y. A FOL-
formula ip(x,Y) is equivalent to the translation of an iteration-free GL-program 
iff it is safe for bisimulation and disjunctive in Y. 

P R O O F . If p(x, Y) is equivalent to the translation of a GL-game 7, then using 
lemma 7.16, ip will be monotonie in Y (because E7 is monotonie) and safe for 
bisimulation (by theorem 6.5). 

For the converse, assume that ip(x, Y) is monotonie and safe for bisimulation. 
Taking a new predicate symbol Cp which does not occur in ip, ip(x, Cp) will be 
invariant for bisimulation. By theorem 7.17, ip{x,Cp) is equivalent to the trans
lation of a modal formula 6. i.e. \= ip{x, Cp) <-> 5°. Since p(x, Y) was monotonie, 
6 will be monotonie in p and by lemma 7.21, |= S <-> (y)p where 7 is a GL-game 
which does not contain p, and so |= ip{x,Cp) <-> ((7)^)°. It can now be checked 
that |= <p(x,Y) <-> 70: If M |= tp[s,T] then given that Cp does not occur in p, 
MP:=T (= p{x.Cp)[s\ and so Mp:=T \= {{j)p)°[s]. Since p does not occur in 7, 
this implies that M \= j°[s, T\. The converse is proved along the same lines, and 
the proof for programs is completely analogous. • 
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On the one hand, proposition 7.22 provides a. characterization result for the 
iteration-free games which can be constructed in Game Logic: GL-games are the 
monotonie bisimulation-safc formulas tp(x, Cp) of first-order logic (we can simply 
replace the variable 7 by a designated unary predicate constant Cv). In other 
words, the game-fragment of FOL is precisely the monotonie bisimulation-safe 
fragment. On the other hand, looking at the set of operations on games which 
GL provides, one may ask whether one could not add other natural operations to 
create new games (e.g., playing games in parallel), thus increasing the expressive 
power of the language. Proposition 7.22 demonstrates that if the new game 
operation is (1) first-order definable, (2) monotonie and (3) safe for bisimulation, 
then it is expressible in GL already. As argued before, requirements (2) and 
(3) are natural desiderata for games, i.e., they are minimal requirements for any 
alleged game operation, and so the operations of test, union, composition and 
dual arc sufficient to construct all first-order definable games. 

The above result concerning bisimulation-safe programs is different from the 
result presented in [15, 68]. As discussed in section 7.1, disjunctivity allows one 
to model programs as relations on states. The program operations of PDL then 
create complex relations R^ Ç S x S which can be translated into FOL-formulas 
ip(x. y). The second part of theorem 7.22 will then read as follows: 

A FOL-formula f(x,y) is safe for bisimulation iff it is equivalent to 
(the translation of) an iteration-free PDL-program. 

While this formulation can do without additional conditions such as monotonicity 
or disjunctivity, it does not allow for a comparison between programs and games 
since games cannot be modeled as relations on states. Theorem 7.22 above on 
the other hand shows that the dual operator makes all the difference between 
programs and games; without dual, we obtain all first-order definable programs, 
with dual, all first-order definable games. 

7.6.2 Beyond First-Order Games 

The last theorem was concerned with Kripke models rather than game models in 
general. The reason for this restriction is that game models are rather unorthodox 
structures. We do not know of any logical languages besides non-normal modal 
logics and Game Logic which have been proposed for these structures. Conse
quently, this prevents an easy extension of the definability result of proposition 
7.22 to GL over general game models. 

Even for Kripke models, the translation into FOL carried out in the previous 
section relied on the restriction to iteration-free games. For programs, a stronger 
definability result covering iteration has been obtained in [68] which characterizes 
the class of monadic-second-order definable programs which are safe for bisimu
lation. The proof makes use of the fact that the bisimulation-invariant fragment 
of monadic second-order logic is the ^t-calculus [71]. An extension of proposition 
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7.22 along these lines, however, would require a better understanding of how ex
actly GL relates to the /i-calculus. As for the /.(-calculus itself, many fundamental 
properties were established only recently, such as completeness [124], the non-
collapse of the alternation-hierarchy [25, 81] and uniform interpolation [36], and 
others such as Lyndon interpolation are still open. 

To summarize, the restriction of the scope of proposition 7.22 to FOL is due to 
the fact that FOL is one of the logics we know most about and is able to express 
the most fundamental game operations. When moving to stronger languages, 
different options are available, always depending on the game constructions one 
is interested in. 

7.7 Discussion 

To sum up our investigation of Game Logic, chapters 6 and 7 have considered four 
logics which we shall identify by their (conjectured) axiomatic versions: Game 
Logic over general game models GL, Game Logic over Kripke models GLK, and their 
respective program fragments GL~d and PDL. The previous chapter focused on a 
comparison between GL and GL~d, making use of the generalized modal //-calculus 
to obtain complexity and expressiveness results. 

The present chapter has yielded a number of differences between PDL and 
GLK. We can interpret these as differences between program operations and game 
operations in the case where all (if any) interaction is introduced by these oper
ations, i.e., the atomic level only consists of 1-player games. The differences and 
similarities are summarized in figure 7.3: 

complete axiomatization 
induction axiom valid 

expressive power 
complexity satisfiability 

FOL-definable operations 

Game Logic GLK program fragment PDL 
not yet yes 

no yes 
> 

EXPTIME-complete EXPTIME-complete 
U ; ? d U ; ? 

Figure 7.3: Differences between Game Logic and its program fragment over Kripke 
models. 

The last entry of the table shows that games are programs plus role switch. 
Under bisimulation equivalence, the operations of choice, sequential composition 
and test suffice to obtain all first-order definable programs; choice, sequential 
composition, test and duality suffice to obtain all first-order definable games. 
A further result not covered by the table is that games allow for two kinds of 
iteration which coincide for programs. 
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As was to be expected, a number of open questions remain, most notably a 
proof of axiomatic completeness and a generalization of the bisimulation-safety 
result to include iteration. What is more interesting, the translation of Game 
Logic into the modal ^-calculus has brought up questions which so far have not 
been considered in the literature on the subject: What are examples of ^-calculus 
formulas which can be expressed with n variables but not with less than ni How 
expressive are these finite variable fragments? An answer to these questions will 
also provide a better characterization of the precise expressive power of Game 
Logic. 

In spite of theorem 7.22, the investigation of other game operations, in par
ticular parallelism, also constitutes a promising line for future research. Seman-
tically, a strategic game can be viewed as the parallel composition of the ac
tions/strategies of the players, so in a sense strategic games already involve par
allelism. Still, Game Logic in its current form has no operation for playing two 
games in parallel. In general, such an operation should be an extension of paral
lelism as defined for programs, as is done, e.g., in Concurrent Dynamic Logic or 
in Process Algebra. Alternatively, inspirations can be taken from Linear Logic, 
where infinite concurrent plays have been used in the semantics for the multiplica
tive operators. As an example, A <g> B denotes the 2-playcr game where A and B 
are played concurrently and player 2 (Opponent) is allowed to switch back and 
forth between the component games. Some first attempts to define parallelism 
for Game Logic have been made in [89, 90]. 
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